


Warhammer 40,000 Championship Schedule

Friday

Rounds Start Time End Time

Registration/Player Check In 8:00am 9:00pm

Round 1 9:00am 12:00pm

Lunch 12:00pm 1:00pm

Round 2 1:00pm 4:00pm

Break 4:00pm 5:00pm

Round 3 5:00pm 8:00pm

Saturday

Rounds Start Time End Time

Round 4 9:00am 12:00am

Lunch 12:00pm 1:00pm

Round 5 1:00pm 4:00pm

Break 4:00pm 5:00pm

Round 6 5:00pm 8:00pm

Sunday (Top 8 Players Only)

Rounds Start Time End Time

Round 7 (Quarter-Finals) 9:00am 12:00am

Lunch 12:00pm 1:00pm

Round 8 (Semi-Finals) 1:00pm 4:00pm

Break 4:00pm 4:30pm

Round 9 (Finals) 4:30pm 7:30pm

Awards 7:30pm 8:00pm



Terrain Rules and Guidelines

Motor City Mayhem will use rules that closely resemble what Games Workshop did for their US Open

events but different. Our Terrain pieces will be broken into three categories:

Type 1 - There will be four of these per table and will be close to 12x12 in size. These pieces will have

the Scalable, Breachable, Light Cover, Defensible and Obscuring rules. The walls in these pieces are

considered to be opaque, regardless of any openings. While GW uses U shaped buildings MCM will be

using L shaped buildings.

Type 2 - There will be two of these per table and will be close to 10x5. These pieces will have the

Scalable, Breachable, Light Cover, Defensible and Obscuring rules. The pieces are not considered to

be opaque.

Type 3 - There will be four of these per table and will be close to 4x4 or 8” in circular diameter. These

pieces will have the Scalable, Dense Cover, Breachable, Defensible and Difficult Ground.

Players may rotate the Type 1 pieces on their half of the board.



1. Event Rules

1.1. 9th edition GT2022 Missions will be used

1.2. This will be a 9 round tournament over 3 days. Day 3 (Rounds 7-9) will be a final 8 player single

elimination to determine The Motor City Champion. The Final 8 players will be determined by

those with the highest Win/Loss record, then most Battle points after round 6.

1.3. The Death or Glory Player Conduct will be in effect for this event. You will be expected to

have read and understood it prior to coming.

1.4. All models must be painted to the Battle Ready Standard (3 Color) minimum as defined

in the ITC Guidelines as well as abide by the modeling guidelines regarding proxies. The

bases of all models must be painted or textured to achieve the Battle Ready Standard. All

models must be WYSIWYG.

1.5. We will be using a custom painting rubric to judge the Paint Scores. Please review the

rubric on the event’s webpage.

1.6. Chess Clocks will be available upon request.

2. Deadlines

2.1. List Submission due date: April 29th, 2022

2.2. No new rules material will be allowed for those released after April 22nd, 2022.

2.3. For Army/Unit conversions (including 3D printed models)  every model must be

approved before the event. The deadline for conversion submissions is April 22nd, 2022.

Please submit a request at deathorglorycommunity@gmail.com. Models that are clearly

modeled for advantage or are not the equivalent scale will be denied. GW Models are only

permitted to be played on the stream table.

3. Army Construction Rules

3.1. Lists must be Battle Forged, totaling no more than 2,000 points and submitted before the

list submission deadlines posted above. Warhammer 40,000 Matched play rules will be

used.

3.2. The army's Warlord, Psychic Powers, Relics, Warlord Traits, Litanies, etc. must be

indicated on your list.

3.3. Stratagems and Abilities that are used "before the game", etc. may be selected during the

"Muster Armies" stage of each game.

https://deathorglorygaming.com/code-of-conduct
mailto:deathorglorycommunity@gmail.com


4. Frequently Asked Questions

1. Entering and Leaving Reserves: A model may not both enter the battlefield from reserves or

strategic reserves and leave it during the same turn.

2. Codex: Astra Militarum: If an army consists of both <REGIMENT> and <TEMPESTUS

REGIMENT> components, the <REGIMENT> components will benefit from the “Hammer of the

Emperor” but the <TEMPESTUS REGIMENT> will not.

3. Codex: Imperial Knights and Codex: Chaos Knights: These codexes will retain objective

secured on Armigers/War Dogs and Towering Foe rule from the previous data slate.

4. Forgeworld Tyranid Units: Treat the

HEIRODULE/DIMACHAERON/MALANTHROPE/HARRIDAN units as having the keyword

<HIVE TENDRIL> in their dataslate

5. Zoanthropes have the Synapse ability, but not the Synapse keyword. Are they

considered to have Synapse? Yes

6. The stratagem “Overrun” states that it occurs at the end of the fight phase, but also

states that they do a normal move instead of consolidating. When does this

stratagem activate? The stratagem will be used at the beginning of the consolidation step of

the fight phase

7. Does the Synaptic Linchpin warlord trait increase the range synaptic link? No, it does

not.

8. Can the “Encircle the Prey” Stratagem be used more than once? No, it must occur at

the end of the battle round not player turn as outlined in the Stratagems section of the BRB.



5. Awards for the Warhammer 40,000 Championship

The Motor City “Mr/Mrs

Mayhem”

Determined by Battle Points + Paint Score + Theme.

The Motor City

Champion

Winner of the Final 8 bracket. If that player wins the “Mr Mayhem”

award then this will be determined by Win/Loss then Battle Points.

Best Imperium Determined By Battle Points + Paint Score + Theme

Best Xenos Determined By Battle Points + Paint Score + Theme

Best Chaos Determined By Battle Points + Paint Score + Theme

Best Imperial: Angels of

Death -*T*

Only available for those who are majority Codex: Space Marines.

Determined by Battle Points + Paint Score + Theme

Best Imperial: Knights of

Titan  -*T*

Only available for those who are majority Codex: Grey Knights.

Determined by Battle Points + Paint Score + Theme

Best Imperial: The

Faithful  -*T*

Only available for those who are majority Adeptus Soroitas.

Determined by Battle Points + Paint Score + Theme

Best Imperial: The Old

Guard  -*T*

Only available for those who are majority Codex: Astra Militarum.

Determined by Battle Points + Paint Score + Theme

Best Imperial: The

Stalwart   -*T*

Only available for those who are majority Codex: Adeptus Custodes.

Determined by Battle Points + Paint Score + Theme

Best Imperial: Servants

of the Omnissiah  -*T*

Only available for those who are majority Codex: Adeptus Mechanicus.

Determined by Battle Points + Paint Score + Theme

Best Xenos: Power from

Pain  -*T*

Only available for those who are majority Codex: Drukhari. Determined

by Battle Points + Paint Score + Theme

Best Xenos: The Aeldari

-*T*

Only available for those who are majority Codex: Craftworlds or

Harlequins. Determined by Battle Points + Paint Score + Theme

Best Xenos: The

Hivemind  -*T*

Only available for those who are majority Codex: Tyranids. Determined

by Battle Points + Paint Score + Theme



Best Xenos: Top Cult

-*T*

Only available for those who are majority Codex: Tyranids. Determined

by Battle Points + Paint Score + Theme

Best Xenos: For the

Greater Good  -*T*

Only available for those who are majority Codex: Tau. Determined by

Battle Points + Paint Score + Theme

Best Xenos: WAAAGH

-*T*

Only available for those who are majority Codex: Orks. Determined by

Battle Points + Paint Score + Theme

Best Knights: Towers of

Destruction  -*T*

Only available for those who are majority Codex: Imperial Knights or

Chaos Knights. Determined by Battle Points + Paint Score + Theme

Best Chaos: The Damned

-*T*

Only available for those who are majority Codex: Chaos Space Marines.

Determined by Battle Points + Paint Score + Theme

Best Chaos: All is Dust

-*T*

Only available for those who are majority Codex: Thousand Sons.

Determined by Battle Points + Paint Score + Theme

Best Chaos: Festering

Corruption -*T*

Only available for those who are majority Codex: Death Guard.

Determined by Battle Points + Paint Score + Theme

Best Chaos: The

Daemontouched -*T*

Only available for those who are majority Codex: Chaos Daemons.

Determined by Battle Points + Paint Score + Theme

MCM: Best Painted Determined by Paint Score + Display Board

MCM: Best Sport Determined by Sportmanship Score

MCM: True Grit Determined by lowest Battle Points with a positive sportsmanship score

and has played all 6 rounds.

*Awards that use Battle Points will not calculate points accrued from day 3 (Rounds 7-9)
*T* Indicates this award will only reward a trophy



6. Missions:

Round 1 11 - Recover the Relics

Round 2 13 - Data Scry-Salvage

Round 3 23 - The Scouring

Round 4 21 - Abandoned Sanctuaries

Round 5 31 - Tide of Conviction

Round 6 33 - Secure Missing Artefacts

Round 7 12 - Tear Down Their Icons

Round 8 22 - Conversion

Round 9 32 - Death and Zeal



Round 1 - Recover the Relics

MISSION RULES

Recover Relics: In this mission, a player only receives the Battle-forged CP bonus at the start of their Command phase if they

control either one or more objective markers in their opponent’s territory, or if they control one or more objective markers in no

man’s land. In addition, if at the start of their Command phase a player controls the objective marker in their opponent’s

deployment zone, that player receives 1 additional Command point (this is in addition to the Battle-forged CP bonus).

PRIMARY OBJECTIVES

This mission has two primary objectives.

TAKE AND HOLD

Progressive Objective

At the end of each players Command phase, the player whose turn it is scores 4 victory points for each of the following

conditions they satisfy (for a maximum of 12 victory points):

● They control one or more objective markers.

● They control two or more objective markers.

● They control more objective markers than their opponent controls.

This primary objective cannot be scored in the first battle round. In the fifth battle round, the player who has the second turn

does not score any victory points at the end of their Command phase; instead, at the end of their turn, they score 4 victory points

for each of the above conditions they satisfy (for a maximum of 12 victory points).

BREAK THEM, BODY AND SOUL

Progressive Objective

We wage two wars: one of strategy and one of faith. The two are intertwined. This battle is also one of tactics and conviction. If

we are to consolidate our gains and prosecute the longer war, you must ensure that the enemy is made to bleed and despair.

At the end of each battle round, each player scores 1 victory point for each enemy unit that was destroyed during that battle

round (to a maximum of 3 victory points per player per battle round). A unit can, if it is destroyed and resurrected for any

reason (i.e. it was destroyed and subsequently returned to the battlefield), potentially count as having been destroyed several

times for the purposes of this primary objective (assuming it is resurrected and subsequently destroyed several times over

during the same battle round)

https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#COMMAND-PHASE
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#Objective-Markers
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#COMMAND-PHASE
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#Objective-Markers




Round 2 - DATA SCRY-SALVAGE

MISSION RULES

In this mission, units from both players army can attempt the following action:

Data Intercept (Action): One unit from your army can start to perform this action at the end of your Movement

phase if it is within range of the objective marker within its own deployment zone and no enemy units (excluding

AIRCRAFT) are within range of that objective marker. This action is completed at the end of your turn, provided

the unit attempting it is still within range of that objective marker.

Data Terminals: In this mission, if a player controls an objective marker that is in no man’s land and at the end of

their Command phase and one or more of their units that are in range of it has the Objective Secured ability or a

similar rule, it remains under that player’s control unless their opponent controls it at the end of any subsequent

phase, even if there are no models within range of it.

DOMINATION

At the end of each players Command phase, the player whose turn it is scores 4 victory points for each of the
following conditions they satisfy (for a maximum of 12 victory points):

● They control two or more objective markers

● They control three or more objective markers.

● They control more objective markers than their opponent controls.

This primary objective cannot be scored during the first battle round. In the fifth battle round, the player who has

the second turn does not score any victory points at the end of their Command phase; instead, at the end of their

turn, they score 4 victory points for each of the above conditions they satisfy (for a maximum of 12 victory points).

DATA INTERCEPT

Each time a unit from your army successfully completes the Data Intercept action (see above), you score a number

of victory points equal to the number of objective markers you currently control that are in no man’s land, to a

maximum of 3 victory points per action.

https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#Actions
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#Performing-Actions
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#MOVEMENT-PHASE
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#MOVEMENT-PHASE
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#Objective-Markers
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#Aircraft
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#COMMAND-PHASE
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#COMMAND-PHASE
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#Objective-Markers
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#Actions
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#Objective-Markers




Round 3 - THE SCOURING

MISSION RULES

In this mission, units from both players army can attempt the following action:

Auspex Scan (Action): One unit from your army can start to perform this action at the end of your Movement phase

if it is within range of an objective marker that has not been scanned by a unit from your army (see below). A unit

cannot start this action while there are any enemy units (excluding AIRCRAFT) in range of the same objective

marker. This action is completed at the start of your next Command phase, or at the end of the battle (whichever

happens first), provided the unit attempting it is still in range of the same objective marker. If this action is

successfully completed, that objective marker is said to have been scanned by your army.

TAKE AND HOLD

At the end of each players Command phase, the player whose turn it is scores 4 victory points for each of the

following conditions they satisfy (for a maximum of 12 victory points):

● They control one or more objective markers.

● They control two or more objective markers.

● They control more objective markers than their opponent controls.

This primary objective cannot be scored in the first battle round. In the fifth battle round, the player who has the

second turn does not score any victory points at the end of their Command phase; instead, at the end of their turn,

they score 4 victory points for each of the above conditions they satisfy (for a maximum of 12 victory points).

STRATEGIC SCAN

End Game Objective

At the end of the battle, each player scores 3 victory points for each objective marker on the battlefield that has

been scanned by their army

https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#Actions
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#Performing-Actions
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#MOVEMENT-PHASE
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#Objective-Markers
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#Aircraft
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#COMMAND-PHASE
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#COMMAND-PHASE
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#Objective-Markers
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#Objective-Markers




Round 4 - ABANDONED SANCTUARIES

MISSION RULES

No Man’s Land: If a unit has a pre-battle rule that allows it to be set up anywhere on the battlefield, that unit cannot

be set up in no man’s land. If a unit has a rule that allows it to make a move before the first turn begins, it cannot end

that move in no man’s land. If any rule is used to redeploy a unit, that rule cannot be used to set that unit up in no

man’s land.

TAKE AND HOLD

At the end of each players Command phase, the player whose turn it is scores 4 victory points for each of the

following conditions they satisfy (for a maximum of 12 victory points):

● They control one or more objective markers.

● They control two or more objective markers.

● They control more objective markers than their opponent controls.

This primary objective cannot be scored in the first battle round. In the fifth battle round, the player who has the

second turn does not score any victory points at the end of their Command phase; instead, at the end of their turn,

they score 4 victory points for each of the above conditions they satisfy (for a maximum of 12 victory points).

SECURE THE SANCTUARIES

At the end of each player’s turn, the player whose turn it is scores 2 victory points if they satisfy at least one of the

following conditions:

● They control the objective marker in the center of the battlefield.

● They destroyed at least one enemy unit that was within 6" of the center of the battlefield at the start of

their turn.

At the end of the battle, whichever player controls the objective marker in the center of the battlefield scores 5

victory points.

https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#COMMAND-PHASE
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#Objective-Markers
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#Objective-Markers




Round 5 - TIDE OF CONVICTION

MISSION RULES

Supply Lines: In this mission, a player only receives the Battle-forged CP bonus at the start of their Command

phase if they control the objective marker in their own deployment zone.

DOMINATION

At the end of each players Command phase, the player whose turn it is scores 4 victory points for each of the

following conditions they satisfy (for a maximum of 12 victory points):

● They control two or more objective markers

● They control three or more objective markers.

● They control more objective markers than their opponent controls.

This primary objective cannot be scored during the first battle round. In the fifth battle round, the player who has

the second turn does not score any victory points at the end of their Command phase; instead, at the end of their

turn, they score 4 victory points for each of the above conditions they satisfy (for a maximum of 12 victory points).

OVERRUN

At the end of each player’s first, second, third and fourth turn, the player whose turn it is scores 2 victory points if

they control at least one objective marker in their opponents territory.

At the end of the battle, each player scores 4 victory points if they control the objective marker in their opponents

deployment zone, and 2 victory points for each other objective marker that they control that is in their opponent’s

territory (for a maximum of 8 victory points per player).

https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#COMMAND-PHASE
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#COMMAND-PHASE
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#Objective-Markers
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#COMMAND-PHASE
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#Objective-Markers
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#Objective-Markers




Round 6 - SECURE MISSING ARTIFACTS

MISSION RULES

Precious Objectives: After players have chosen their deployment zones, but before they declare reserves and transports, the

players reposition the objective markers labelled A and B as described below:

● First, the Attacker repositions either one objective marker labelled A or one objective marker labelled B.

● Secondly, the Defender repositions one objective marker labelled A and one objective marker labelled B (an objective

marker cannot be repositioned more than once).

● Finally, the Attacker repositions the last objective market labelled A or B that has yet to be repositioned.

In all cases, when an objective marker is repositioned, you set it up wholly within 6" horizontally of its original position, and not

on or within any Obstacles or Defensible Terrain features.

After all objective markers have been repositioned, each player secretly notes down one of the objective markers that is within

their opponent’s territory to be a Priority objective marker (this cannot be the objective marker in the centre of the battlefield).

After both players have deployed their armies, they then reveal their choices to their opponent.

TAKE AND HOLD

At the end of each players Command phase, the player whose turn it is scores 4 victory points for each of the following

conditions they satisfy (for a maximum of 12 victory points):

● They control one or more objective markers.

● They control two or more objective markers.

● They control more objective markers than their opponent controls.

This primary objective cannot be scored in the first battle round. In the fifth battle round, the player who has the second turn

does not score any victory points at the end of their Command phase; instead, at the end of their turn, they score 4 victory points

for each of the above conditions they satisfy (for a maximum of 12 victory points).

PRECIOUS ARTEFACTs

At the end of each player’s turn, the player whose turn it is scores 3 victory points if they control the Priority objective marker

that is in their own territory.

https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/war-zone-nachmund-grand-tournament/#10.-Declare-Reserves-and-Transports
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#Objective-Markers
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#Within-and-Wholly-Within
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#Obstacles
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#COMMAND-PHASE
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#Objective-Markers




Round 7 - TEAR DOWN THEIR ICONS (Quarter-Finals)

MISSION RULES

In this mission, units from both players army can attempt the following actions:

Prime Explosives (Action): One unit from your army can start to perform this action at the end of your Movement phase if it is

wholly within your opponents territory and it is more than 9" away from any Primed Explosives objective markers (see below). If

the unit performing this action has the Objective Secured ability or a similar rule, this action is completed at the end of your turn;

otherwise, it is completed at the end of your next Command phase. If this action is successfully completed, set up 1 Primed

Explosives objective marker on the battlefield that is wholly within your opponents territory and wholly within 3" of the unit that

completed this action - this represents a cache of Primed Explosives, but does not count as an objective marker for any rules

purposes other than for the Defuse Explosives action and the Detonation primary objective (see below).

Defuse Explosives (Action): One unit from your army can start to perform this action at the end of your Movement phase if it is

within range of a Primed Explosives objective marker within your own territory and no enemy units (excluding AIRCRAFT) are

within range of the same Primed Explosives objective marker. This action is completed at the end of your turn provided the unit

attempting it is still within range of the same Primed Explosives objective marker. If this action is successfully completed, roll

one D6 and add 3 to the result if the unit that performed this action has the Objective Secured ability or a similar rule: on a 4+,

remove that Primed Explosives objective marker from the battlefield.

PRIMARY OBJECTIVES
This mission has two primary objectives.

TAKE AND HOLD

At the end of each players Command phase, the player whose turn it is scores 4 victory points for each of the following conditions they satisfy

(for a maximum of 12 victory points):

● They control one or more objective markers.

● They control two or more objective markers.

● They control more objective markers than their opponent controls.

This primary objective cannot be scored in the first battle round. In the fifth battle round, the player who has the second turn does not score any

victory points at the end of their Command phase; instead, at the end of their turn, they score 4 victory points for each of the above conditions

they satisfy (for a maximum of 12 victory points).

DETONATION

End Game Objective

At the end of the battle, each player scores 4 victory points for each Primed Explosives objective marker that is within their opponent’s territory

(to a maximum of 15 victory points per player).

https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#Performing-Actions
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#Performing-Actions
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#MOVEMENT-PHASE
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#Within-and-Wholly-Within
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#COMMAND-PHASE
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#Objective-Markers
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#Aircraft
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#COMMAND-PHASE
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#Objective-Markers
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#Objective-Markers




Round 8 - CONVERSION (Semi-Finals)

MISSION RULES

Leading From the Front: In this mission, a player only receives the Battle-forged CP bonus at the start of their Command phase

if their WARLORD is on the battlefield, or they are embarked on a TRANSPORT model that is on the battlefield.

PRIMARY OBJECTIVES

This mission has two primary objectives.

TAKE AND HOLD

Progressive Objective

At the end of each players Command phase, the player whose turn it is scores 4 victory points for each of the following

conditions they satisfy (for a maximum of 12 victory points):

● They control one or more objective markers.

● They control two or more objective markers.

● They control more objective markers than their opponent controls.

This primary objective cannot be scored in the first battle round. In the fifth battle round, the player who has the second turn

does not score any victory points at the end of their Command phase; instead, at the end of their turn, they score 4 victory points

for each of the above conditions they satisfy (for a maximum of 12 victory points).

CORRUPTED GROUND

Progressive Objective

At the end of each player’s turn, the player whose turn it is:

● Scores 4 victory points if they control the objective marker in their opponent’s deployment zone.

● Scores 2 victory points if they control one or more objective markers that are in no man’s land.

● Loses 1 victory point if they do not control the objective marker in their own deployment zone.

A player’s victory point score can never be reduced to less than 0.

https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#COMMAND-PHASE
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#Transports
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#COMMAND-PHASE
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#Objective-Markers




Round 9 - DEATH AND ZEAL (Finals)

MISSION RULES
Objective Purged: In this mission, if a player controls an objective marker at the end of their Command phase and
one or more of their units that are in range of it has the Objective secured ability or a similar rule, it remains under
that players control unless their opponent controls it at the end of any subsequent phase, even if there are no models
within range of it.

PRIMARY OBJECTIVES
This mission has two primary objectives.

TAKE AND HOLD

Progressive Objective

At the end of each players Command phase, the player whose turn it is scores 4 victory points for each of the
following conditions they satisfy (for a maximum of 12 victory points):

● They control one or more objective markers.
● They control two or more objective markers.
● They control more objective markers than their opponent controls.

This primary objective cannot be scored in the first battle round. In the fifth battle round, the player who has the
second turn does not score any victory points at the end of their Command phase; instead, at the end of their turn,
they score 4 victory points for each of the above conditions they satisfy (for a maximum of 12 victory points).

DIRECT ASSAULT

Progressive Objective

At the end of each players turn, the player whose turn it is scores 2 victory points if they satisfy one of the
following conditions, or 3 victory points if they satisfy both of the following conditions:

● They control every objective marker on the battlefield or they control at least one objective marker that
they did not control at the start of their turn.

● They destroyed at least one enemy unit that was in range of an objective marker at the start of their turn.

https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#Objective-Markers
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#COMMAND-PHASE
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#COMMAND-PHASE
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#Objective-Markers
https://wahapedia.ru/wh40k9ed/the-rules/core-rules/#Objective-Markers



